
News stories on TV and in newspapers are very often accompanied by 
pictures. Some people say that these pictures are more effective than 
words. What is your opinion about this?

   Today’s life brings people to the way that they must be up-to-date and listen 
to the daily news in order to affects their daily routine. In modern society being 
ignorance about daily news is like that living in an abandoned island or jungle. 
In this age of information explosion, we are bombarded with news stories. We 
receive updates every second and it is impossible to read or watch all of them. 
In my opinion, pictures make it easy to find out what subjects we are interested 
in or what exactly happened around the world. 

   There are a lot of ways to being informed, such as press, the internet, TV, 
radio and some applications. These days, two convenient ways to obtain news 
are radio and application. Through these devices, people can be aware of news 
in their commute. The news includes texts, audios, videos, pictures. In the 
following, the efficiencies of them will be discussed. 

   Some argue that news must be included both texts and pictures on the 
newspaper or internet, although some others believe that just pictures news are 
useful and convenient. People against texts cite that picture news can 
communicate easily with them and they spend less time on reading news and 
immediately find out the whole context with simple pictures. Because pictures 
are a visual aspect of news our brain not has to require making an illustration, 
but some people claim that some detail information in the text can help to be 
informed completely.

   Meanwhile, some people also say that all news must be in form of videos and 
audios because they who are old and have not enough literacy cannot read the 
news by themselves. In addition, for disabled people it is easier to have some 
facilities which are suited to their situations. Furthermore, it is obvious that 
colorful pages attract children the most and make them interested read more. 

   To sum up, I believe that every aspects of informing when they come together 
are more efficient than separated ones. By and large, pictures play a pivotal role 
in news and can also tell a story more vividly and make comprehension easier.    


